Spacecraft solar array engineers now have cell choices running from inexpensive and less efficient silicon (Si) cells, to gallium arsenide on germanium (GaAdGe) cells, to more expensive and efficient multijunction (MJ) cells. This paper finds that the more array weight can be reduced by using more efficient cells, even when they are a very expensive option in terms of the array alone, and put into the spacecraft payload i. e. the scientific instruments or in the case of commercial spacecraft, the communications equipment, the more cost effective the spacecraft array system.
INTRODUCTION
This paper reports the cost effectiveness of using In all of the cases studied, the more efficient solar cells offer substantial performance advantages to the spacecraft. Namely, more spacecraft payload can be launched and used. If any reasonable cost estimate is assigned to launching the payload and supporting it in orbit, the more efficient cells offer an enormous price advantage to less efficient cells.
LARGE SPACECRAFT
The large spacecraft studied is a typical low earth orbiting spacecraft. It will have a life of 5 years, a weight of 4,690 Kg, an altitude of 700 km, an inclination of 98 degrees and a single side whose normal is parallel to the spacecraft's velocity and another side whose normal always points to the nadir. The spacecraft will be equipped with a flexible blanket array that is sun tracking.
The cost effectiveness of .14 m thick multijunction, .14 mm thick gallium arsenide, .062 mn thick 293 U.S. Government work not protected by U S . copyright silicon and .20 mn thick silicon solar cells on this spacecraft is compared below. The attributes of these cells and their associated blanket arrays is shown in Table I for the spacecraft's nominal 5,600 W end of life (EOL) array. The thin silicon cells have metallization that adds significant weight to them and explains why the silicon cells' weight does not ratio with thickness and efficiency. The blanket weight in Table I 
(1)
In the above INSTR, DATA, COMM, ELEC, PWR, espectively the weight in kilograms of the command and data handling system, the commun~ations system, the electrical system, the stem less the solar array and the solar array. simultaneous equations that compu?e the hangs of the these subsystems are:
C P COMM (28.7-ADATA-AWMM-&LEC-AFWR-P P ELEC (28.7-hDATA-AWMM-hELEC-APWR- The above computations are not exact as there are many uncertainties and inefficiencies that factor into the fabrication of spacecraft, particularly a one of a kind spacecraft. Many subsystems are not the optimum weight because they are based on earlier subsystems to obtain heritage. The weight uncertainty for certain new equipment or instruments may be high and this will cause the spacecraft to carry a large weight contingency for a while. When this contingency is resolved, the spacecraft may then have the ability to carry additional weight that can be traded for dollars by using a less expensive array. But, on the average, the computations should be valid.
To use Table I to obtain the $3.2 million dollar advantage computed another way above, the "Additional Instrument" weight row in GaAs is multiplied by the "Cost Per Unit Weighr for GaAs and the corresponding product is computed for the MJ array.
The two products are subtracted. The Table value is $3.1 million, the difference from the $3.2 million being due to rounding.
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MEDIUM SPACECRAFT
Computations similar to the above have been performed and published for medium and small size space~raft.~'~ The medium size spacecraft will have a l i e of 3.5 years, a weight of 3,512 Kg, an altitude of 350 km, an inclination of 35 degrees and a single side whose normal is parallel to the spacecraft's velocity and another side whose normal always points to the nadir. The spacecraft will be equipped with a sun tracking array with an aluminum face sheet and honeycomb core substrate. The small spacecraft will have a life of 2 years, a weight of 241 Kg, an altitude of 700 km, an inclination of 98 degrees and a single side whose normal points at the sun. The spacecraft will be equipped with a fixed array with an aluminum face sheet and honeycomb core substrate.
The computations for the cost effectiveness of the solar cells for these spacecraft were updated to the cell priies directly under For the small and medium spacecraft, the computation for the thin silicon cells was not performed. This is because the weight of these spacecraft's rigid substrate arrays swamps the weight of the cell stack.
As a result, the use of thin solar cells has only a very slight effect on the weight of the array.
CONCLUSIONS
In all cases studied, the MJ solar cells are effective in increasing the payload weight of the spacecraft. This This paper uses a methodology that is different than that used by Ralph. His estimates are based primar~ly on the cost to launch the array into orbit and this cost is repotted by him to be about $1 1 KKg for a bw earth orbit. He does not include the cost of the spacecraft support to the payload. This paper does include that cost. As a result, the price advantage of the more efficient cells is significantly greater as computed in this paper. Nonetheless the qualitative ranking of the cost eff~tiveness of the cells is the same.
